Guccione to Delete Robinson Link
Plea Bargain on the Table

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Reporter

As the Guccione Mafia unfolds in Jim’s media, we wanted to examine a current plea bargain that was presented between Robinson and Mr. Guccione. It appears that Mr. Guccione is prepared to eliminate Jim’s entire criminal and mental health records in exchange for the deletion of the link to jrartworks.org on the prophecy website.

The staff here at the Gucchie Times has no idea how Mr. Guccione is going to proceed with this. As far as we know, he has no ties with any federal, state or local police or court systems. Robinson has an extensive arrest record stemming from his bouts of mania both in the capital region and in NYC. Mr. Guccione says, “You can’t get a gun permit with a felony.” It is also understood that Jim would have to complete his probation order (inset photo design) in order for him to be eligible for a firearm. Mr. Guccione says, “He will have to settle for his Smith and Wesson .45 to start, but I have his back.”

What exactly does Mr. Guccione mean by this? Does he have an affiliation to a federal police force, or is he a bounty hunter, and does he carry the UZI? When we asked him about this, he said, “I’m not on the offensive to anyone who didn’t cross me. I just carry to protect myself from the other Mafia.”

Robinson’s recent bout with the Colonie Police in upstate NY left Jim with these words: “I don’t think it likely I would carry a gun or any weapon for that matter, even if I was off probation. The cops left such an impression on me that I simply do not feel responsible with the gun.”

Mr. Guccione is reported of having mentioned that he wants to see Jim do bounty hunting work and keep his word to the FBI about “The Silent Hunter” even though that book has no remnant, and the FBI has its only copy. Jim said he would never try to get the book back from the FBI because they would refuse him. He says they have no respect for Jim. He says the Troy Police have no respect for Jim either, and nothing is left to say about Officer Murphy except, “I tried to warn Murphy. He thought I was lying about Jim Guccione.” He said the police have failed to leave the right kind of impression in his mind. They force a friendship on him. But Jim has plenty of friends here at the Guccie Times.

Will Mr. Guccione remove the link? Will Jim be expunged of his entire criminal record, his entire mental health records, leave the mental health system, get his prime apartment in Troy and leave the Hill Street Inn? But most of all will Jim get his prized 9mm UZI Carbine? Will Murphy go to jail? Murphy and the police don’t seem to think so. Let’s wait and see.
Darth Vader and the Dark Side of the Force

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Reporter

The epic Star Wars, as created and directed by George Lucas, became a billion-dollar industry, especially to its creator. But what did it really do to our kids? And what did it leave behind? Why would kids want to read their Bible, pray, go to church and go soul winning when Star Wars was so much more exciting?

Robinsons says the Force is not really an abstraction of the Holy Spirit from the KJV because the Holy Spirit does not have a dark side. Lucas had that wrong.

When we asked Jim what he thought about this illustration of Vader, his Tie Fighters and Death Star, he said, “I took it from Google Images, and I’m sure he has a copyright on it. I wouldn’t advise anyone else to do this—Jim’s got my back. But he glorified the Dark Side. That’s just another way of endorsing the Evil Guccione Mafia. You just keep doing this, and eventually you will take the soul of the fallen angel—or at least one of several of them from Hades.”

Robinson says the world does not understand the KJV therefore they make these errors. It is all a part of the Kingdom of Earth, yet it opens the door for the Kingdom of Hell.

Paul Gambino Made Drunks

by Cal Ferrari, Editor

It is surprising that Jim would compel the Guccie Times to write this article considering the fact that we do not really know much about Paul Gambino. As far as we know there is a new editor for the Velvet magazine, a woman, and any trace of Paul as editor may date back 10 or more years. Who is Paul Gambino anyway?

Jim has said that Paul was a 7 foot martial artist, mostly a kickboxer as is the common art of the Gambino. Mr. Guccione says that Paul would commonly roam the city, both Chicago and NYC “starting sh@#” and getting the poor helpless man and woman into pubs and tempting them with liquor as the faces of the rich, young concupiscent crowd glamourized alcohol. He says that Paul was responsible for kidnapping his mother. He says that even though Robinson may have had delusions about Paul’s alleged suicide, he thinks that Paul will eventually have no other way to clear his conscious knowing he “stole Mrs. Guccione.” But there is more to the story.

Jim says that he had a rival who was around his age. He often refers to him as Judas. He says that Judas has a debt to pay, and Paul will get him to pay it first before he goes off to Gambino Heaven.

But in all of the confusion, we still managed to publish Issue 14 of the Guccie Times. Jim considers Paul to be past tense, and he is only present tense when he snitches on Judas.
Will North Korea Bomb the United States?  
Will the United States Bomb North Korea?

*by Dom Loporto, Staff Journalist*

One of the problems with the American society is that they have not read the book *The Door to Sambucca*. If you read the book you would see that international affairs like the matter of WW3 are an issue concerning the Kingdom of bloodlines. It has nothing to do with the politics you see in media. As a matter of fact, all of those politics are Romantics that stir men to do brave things that get each other bombed. The world is really stupid in comparison to the ruling bloodlines of men.

The rise of Kim Jong-un is another case of Guccione Romans where you have a small power threatening a world power, but that threat is legitimate. What would America do if Korea launched its bombs on us? Stop them in the air? Do you have that kind of technology? The only stupid thing you would do is send bombs their way and then we have a WW3 where nobody wins and the world gets destroyed. Then Lucifer gets his way. That’s all he wants. You fail to see the Romans of the Guccione Mafia that rules the world, and you will never conquer them because they are led by the soul of Lucifer in the standing AntiChrist. You don’t even know your KJV Bible which only touches on the power of Lucifer. Anyone who is saved is going to be spared the suffering—we are going to be raptured. The rest of you will be here to see a master/slave society in the likes of never before in the history of Rome. And you still can not understand the role of Jezebel in this because, like I said before, the Guccione is a supreme intelligence and it rules the world. They have run the world as the Prince and Power of the Air for 6,000 years, and they will continue to do so.

The *Guccie Times* sees Kim’s point of view as valid. America does in fact try to rule the world—that is the Guccione Romanic for America which grossly wealthy men like Trump fall for. But I like my president and I think he will make good decisions when it comes to WW3. I think the Congress will also. They have no choice. I think Kim is interested in his people, and he will eventually win over South Korea because they are his bloodline. I think he wants to drive out America’s presence in South Korea, and I think he’s right. Maybe he shouldn’t be threatening America, but he should be building a militia to protect his country from America’s bombs who don’t agree with his method of government.

So, do what George Lucas taught you in Star Wars. Just blow off all your bombs at each other, but, no matter what you do, the bloodline of world kings will remain. They always find a way to survive. They survived the flood [Genesis 7-8], and no pastor would agree to that.

Although Mr. Guccione couldn’t be reached for any lengthy comment, he did say this: “I think Kim is building a good defense for his country. I hope that he shares it with the Koreans of the South Korea. The copy dizzied up the girl. He’s a coward, but he always gets his way.”
The Patterson/Clay Fight
What Does It Mean to Robinson?

by Dom Loporto, Staff Journalist

The classical black and white video of the Floyd Patterson/Cassius Clay boxing match seems to mean a lot to Robinson. Although Robinson has been training in boxing, he says “I only do it for exercise. I’m fifty years old. After years of roaming the streets of NYC my legs are gone.” Jim has never had a fight. But there are some in the ghetto who claim Robinson has a big mouth and “he’s gonna have a fight whether he likes it or not.” Robinson says he wouldn’t fight blackie or yellow, he only fights whitie. Young whitie khop. He says, “I’m not the KKK. Patterson was the fastest hands in the business and still is. That’s why Jim chose him to train me when I was a young man. I think that the men of DeKarloe’s in Colonie, NY are cowards and I want to have a boxing fight with one of them someday.”

Jim Robinson said the cops have nothing to do with his success. He says they are liars and the fathers of it. Jim would not recommend anyone ever trust any cop at all. Mr. Guccione said, “You see what happened when Jim trusted that Murphy would fill out his questionnaire. He mocked Jim. The cops make Jim embarrassed to practice his Shaolin art in public because they don’t want Jim to defend himself against whitie. Murphy is a Lucifarian, you see. Now he has to answer to my father. He will probably lose his job and his guns and be prey to the ghetto who hate cops too, especially the blacks. Good luck getting your fiat, Murphy. Jim has it now.”

What Is A Bounty Hunter?
Misconceptions Presented by a Jealous Law Enforcement

by Jim Robinson, Investigator

A bounty hunter has to abide by state rules, but he is not the same kind of law enforcement agent as a local cop, a state cop, a marshal or an FBI agent. He is far more intelligent and therefore basically self-employed. Wikipedia doesn’t really have the definition right.

A bounty hunter has one job: to capture wanted criminal suspects. It must be understood that the suspect might not be guilty of the crime laid against him, so often that suspect is wanted alive and requires a slight of hand in the arrest. The misconception a lot of police officers have about bounty hunters is that they are bound by the same kind of rules as they are. A bounty hunter has a lot of freedom because he is responsible with his gun. A cop has to have a lot of restrictions placed on him because of his potential to be a bad cop.

The only thing stopping me from being a bounty hunter is my record, not my intelligence. Find a cop who can paint a mural like the one a Loportos. That is an example of intelligence. My mistakes with the toy gun do not matter. All that matters is how I handle a real UZI.

Part of the trick to being a bounty hunter is understanding crime. And part of my hunting is to capture criminals who have not been reared up for a bounty yet. That is what hunting is. I do not need a wanted sign to find a criminal, nor to judge someone as a criminal. I can do it with other means involving my talents in art.

Many, many cops do not want me to be a bounty hunter because they know I am anti-porn and they are the militia that protects the porn kingdom. A cop who tries to stop a commanding officer, and a bounty hunter is above the marshals and FBI, will be arrested and tried for insubordination.
The Illustrated Man
Tattoo Parlors In the Capital District Making a Mint

by Dom Loporto, Staff Journalist

About 3 years ago, Jim had a verbal altercation with Shocker Tattoo on Lark Street, Albany, NY when he tried to make friends with them by offering him his novel the Door to Sambucca for free and leaving a harmless note telling him to remove the blood from the logo. Shocker responded by mocking Jim’s brother and dad and threatening to punch Jim in the face. Well, Jim was in fact knocked in the face by someone at LoPorto’s and it was on Mike’s camera. Mr. Guccione believes that Mike saved that camera footage.

Jim Guccione says, “Shocker runs a relatively clean business there. I don’t think he cares for Christians, though. He runs his hearse at the DiCarlo’s restaurant and I’m not sure what that means, yet. Jim was actually very kind to him, like he was to Mr. Savoy. I’m not really like Robinson, but I don’t mind Robinson showing kindness.”

Robinson says, “I’d never get a tattoo there. I don’t get tattoos anywhere really. I have only small one that I got from Spaulding about 30 years ago before I was saved. When I found out what tattoos really are, I stayed away from them.”

Mr. Guccione says, “Jim spent a lot of time warning you about Bad Bob, but you never listened to him. You displayed your Lucifarian every time I set you up for it. The staff here has records of everything that ever happened to Jim from the time I first found him in 1989 at Woodhill Hospital in Brooklyn.”

The tattoo society goes around scaring everyone with their Satanist tattoos, but then they offer crosses and praying hands to make friends with Christians. But they are what they appear to be—Satanists that serve their master Lucifer. It is not what they tell you it is, it is the way it appears to be. The most dangerous people in American ghettos are Satanists as exemplified by tattoos that mark them for use by Lucifarian masters.

The Operaccione of an UZI
Preparing a Christian Nation for a Sexually Corrupt Government

by Dom Loporto, Staff Journalist

Some people have the misconception that an UZI operates with some kind of motor because it is a multiple fire gun (fully automatic weapon). UZIs are generally used by law enforcement officers in the US, and they are the prize weapon of the Guccione Law Enforcement Society as it came over from Sicily to assist America in fighting organized crime.

The highest ranking law enforcement officer is a bounty hunter contrary to Wikepedia’s definition of it. The American government does not want the common man to know how law enforcement actually works. The officers at the bottom have trouble controlling themselves and the officers at the top have to treat them like children. That’s why you have so much cop corruption (and judicial corruption) by government employed officers. A bounty hunter was traditionally self employed making his money off the bounty over the head of the criminal. Today, the Wikepedia has made him a faggot by telling the general public that he is only a bail bondsman.

An UZI is manufactured by the Jews, but it is also manufactured in Sicily for the militia of the super-intelligent Guccione Mafia. These were the men who paired with Apollyon when the cities of the world were built. You have to read the Door to Sambucca to understand this.

Mr. Guccione is going to use Robinson’s boxing to teach the tattoo society a lesson about boxing in the ring. On the street there are no rules, but you have to worry about cops. The honor of boxing is in the ring as it was with Clay and Patterson. Tattoo whites of all kinds (cop’s son, iron worker, plumber, etc) are going to have bouts with Robinson when he is ready (according to Mr. Guccione’s standards.)

Robinson is also learning about how to use an UZI. He is not allowed to have any weapons, not even his prized sword collection, because Judge McDonough wants to take all that away from him. Jim Guccione is teaching him over the cellphone and emails. But when Jim gets off probation and moves in the Conservatory that is all going to change. Jim expects to have his bouts while he is still in the Hill Street Inn, however. “Those bouts are for Amy and Melissa, the ghetto boy’s dream,” he says.